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An often overlooked opportunity to beautify a memorial lies in the lettering of the stone itself.  There are many upgrades 
to the traditional V-Sunk carvings.  Ask your memorial counselor which options would look best on your monument.

Text cut deeply, forming a V at the bottom of the letters.  This example 
was done on a frosted panel.

V-SUNK

The letters remain polished granite while the surrounding stone is frosted 
for contrast with a V-cut outline around each letter.  This example shows 
black lithichrome in the outline.

POLISHED OUTLINE

FROSTED OUTLINE

This process is similar to Polished Outline, except the centers of the 
letters are frosted to remove the granite polish.

SKIN SUNK

Text is shallow-cut into the polish.  In a light color stone, it must be 
colored for contrast, but the color wil fade over time.  Best suited for 
dark granites.

FROSTED EDGE

The letters are V-Cut into the granite and then the surrounding edges 
of each letter are frosted against a polished background.  This premium 
process allows lettering that doesn’t require coloring for contrast while 
eliminating the nedd for a frosted panel.

POLISHED EDGE

The letters are V-Cut into the granite and then the surrounding edges 
of each letter are polished against a frosted background.  This is a 
premium process.

V-SUNK

The letters are frosted while the surrounding stone remains 
polished.  A V-cut outline is cut around each letter,  black 
lithichrome is applied in the outline to create the shadow effect.

For greater contrast between lettering, carvings, 
and the surrounding granite, there is a process 

called tinting which is similar to painting 
the stone with a complimentary color.



UNIQUE MEMORIAL OPTIONS

Artistic Options For A
Beautiful Memorial

Adding a unique shape to the top of your memorial is an easy but striking 
means to creating a monument that stands out from the rest.

Cremation Pedestals  with
Shaped Lids

“Loved Ones
Deserve
Beauty”
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I N C L U D E  S C U L P T I N G

One of the most popular and beautiful upgrades to a 
memorial is a floral sculpting that wraps itself along one 
or more surfaces of the monument.  The style of flower is 
up to the family and corresponding natual objects such 
as humming birds, butterflys, and honey bees can be 
incorportated into the designs.

Such sculpting can be created from any color granite and 
adds a truly artistic beauty to the memorial.

Other sculptings, such as nautical ropes, ivy, or feathers 
can also be created.



T H E M A T I C  C U S T O M  S H A P E S

The personality or passion of the loved one can also be expressed through a unique design of a thematic stone.  Whether 
the person loved nature, literature, sports, animals, the military, or hundreds of other hobbies and vocations, a stone can 
be fashioned in that theme and truly honor the life and love of the family member.  Ask your memorial counselor about 
options and colors that would best  work with your chosen theme.

WOODLAND 
OR

NATURE-BASED

COWBOY

BOOK OF LIFE

TEDDY BEAR

GUITAR / MUSIC

DOLPHIN / MARINE


